
Take control of hospital pharmacy costs, 
contracts and compliance

Track all drug activity from the pill to the purchase to the patient 

to the payment — all from a single, SaaS-based platform solution 

designed to manage the full procurement cycle. Sentinel provides 

detailed tracking of all drug activity at the 11-digit NDC level for a 

complete audit trail and new insights into your pharmacy operations. 

Flexible options — 
included at no 
additional charge

a hospital pharmacy procurement and 340B compliance solution

Sentinel helps you:

find lower-cost alternatives and nominally-priced items  

based on the NDCs you typically order

forecast your drug spend based on historical data and  

what-if scenarios

identify and resolve pricing discrepancies where the 

contracted price and invoice price don’t match—or where the 

price you paid is higher than the national average for an NDC

manage procurement and inventory across multiple ordering 

platforms, wholesaler accounts and pricing contracts

resolve unmapped items that can result in lost revenue  

and impact your bottom line

detect drug diversion by monitoring the ratio of purchases  

to dispensations

dig into your data with robust and customizable reporting that 

helps you surface the most relevant insights

stay audit ready with a built-in audit tool and mock-audit 

assistance from our audit support specialists

employ automated decision processes guided by configuration 

options you choose based on your 340B program parameters

Dispensation cost report: Track average 

weighted drug cost by dispensation, 

and filter on a number of criteria

Drug spend reports: See your drug 

spend by department or account  

(340B, GPO or WAC)

Drug Cost Monitor Report: Identify 

pricing discrepancies and track resolution.

Drug Cost Analyzer: Analyze current 

purchases, project drug costs, and 

model what-if scenarios

CDM and NDC Mapping Reports: 

Pinpoint mapping and ratio errors  

that could be resulting in lost revenue

Matrix Performance Report:  

Identify NDCs with better pricing

Actual and Potential Savings 

Reports: Evaluate the performance  

of your 340B program

Diversion Detection System: Monitor 

the balance between purchases and 

dispensations

Virtual Inventory Report: View  

all drugs in inventory and identify  

340B drugs with no dispensations

Audit Tool: Verify purchase-to-

dispensation allocation of your  

340B purchases
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340B module features
Automated decision 

processes ensure the 

configuration options  

you choose are applied 

consistently

Detailed eligibility 

checks help maximize 

your drug-cost savings 

and maintain compliance 

with your P&Ps

A rules-based engine  

is configured to the options 

you select based on your 

current business needs and 

340B program parameters

A complete audit trail, 

along with a built-in audit 

tool and dedicated audit 

specialists, helps keep you 

audit-ready, all the time

Flexible and robust 

reporting options help 

you analyze current and 

potential 340B savings

A variety of tools to 

maximize savings by alerting 

you to unmapped NDCs, 

nominally-priced drugs and 

lower-cost alternatives 

We’re dedicated to 340B 
Over a decade of 340B experience

More than a dozen pharmacists, pharmacy 

techs and medical professionals on staff 

Specialized teams for contract pharmacy, 340B 

compliance and audit, and software support

Trusted by more than 3,700 hospitals, 

integrated delivery networks (IDNs) and 

pharmacies across the country 

Manage compliance concerns with  
specialized solutions designed for  
your peace of mind

Our compliance solutions are powered by Sentinel’s rules-based 

engine, which ensures that automated processes are guided by the 

configuration options you choose based on the requirements of 

your organization’s 340B program. 

340B Module: A simple split-billing solution may 

not deliver the level of 340B compliance required 

today. Our 340B Module helps you maintain a 

complete audit trail, so you’re always audit-ready. 

Deficit Reduction Act (DRA) solutions:  

Choose from three available options to handle 

your state’s DRA reporting requirements and 

avoid Medicaid duplicate discounts. 

340B

DRA


